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Extended Abstract

1. Introduction and motivations

New applications such as office information system, geographical information systems, CAD, expert systems and other applications which require large knowledge bases, need improved efficiency in response time from advanced database management systems (DBMS). This goal can be achieved by optimizing SQL query (eventually recursive [Ban86]) compilers and using optimal parallel execution strategies for query processing [Val88].

The conception of an optimizer is fundamental to obtain high performance. The rôle of the optimizer for recursive or non recursive SQL queries for parallel execution is to generate an efficient execution plan to get the information requested by the user. Thus, the optimizer must be capable of selecting one of several execution plans with highest performance. To estimate query processing costs, the optimizer needs another system called cost evaluator. However, the specificities of the hardware and software environment are usually not taken into account by the optimizer with classical cost models. Indeed, each DBMS contains a specific module for estimating query costs, which is not compatible with other systems. An elegant solution consists in separating the optimizer and the cost evaluator [And91]. The advantage of this solution is to provide an extensible, flexible and adaptable cost evaluator. The cost evaluator is seen as an intelligent black box by the optimizer and can therefore be used independently by other DBMS. This design leads to the parametrization of the cost evaluator with libraries describing the environment (Architecture, database profile, cost models). The cost evaluator proposed previously by [And91] only applies to the optimization of SQL queries for parallel execution. We therefore extended this evaluator to take into account the optimization of recursive queries as follows:

(i) We define and integrate a new parameter which evaluates the number of new tuples deduced by the specialized operators (i.e. Transitive Closure [Ioa88], External Clo-
sure,...). With knowledge of the number of tuples, the number of processors can be estimated [Ham92] for the optimal parallel execution of a relational or specialized operator.

(ii) We extend the database profile by adding the *canonical data structures* associated with each referenced base or deduced relation into premises of the recursive rules of the intentional database.

(iii) We integrate a new parameter, called *acceleration factor* $\Omega$, to evaluate the benefit from the propagation of the attributes and the number of processors during the parallelization process.

(iv) We include in the cost model a *decision table* to choose the best of sequential or parallel algorithms for each execution strategy.

In this paper we briefly recall the various steps in the optimization of recursive or non recursive SQL queries. This points out the contribution of the cost evaluator to the optimizer. Then we describe the functions of a cost evaluator for parallel deductive systems. Finally, we explain the advantage of a multi-environment oriented cost evaluator working independently from the optimizer.

2. Query Compiler Architecture for a Parallel Deductive System

The compilation process consists of several stages up to the generation of an optimal program, which may be parallel, to be executed on the algebraic machine (Cf. Appendix). Construction of such a program proceeds as follows:

(a) *Analyser and Resolution Process*: The SQL query is analysed syntactically and semantically then transformed in an execution plan in the shape of resolution graph [Ham90].

(b) *Optimization*: The resolution graph is restructured, during the logical optimization, by applying the transformation rules, as well as the algorithm for selection propagation [Agr89][Ham90][Kif86] in the recursive queries sub-graphs. The joins are ordered, during the physical optimization by using the keys and indexes stored in the *database profile*. Thereafter the resolution graph is enriched with new information such as the *number of processors*, the *local response time* calculated by the cost evaluator during the parallelization phase of relational and specialized operations (Transitive Closure, External Closure). The last phase consists in scheduling in an eventually parallel fashion all the operations of the execution plan in order to minimize the query response time.

(c) *Code generation*: The optimal resolution graph enriched with the control and communication operations is translated by the code generator into a code "object" which is executed by the algebraic machine on the various nodes of the parallel architecture.

3. Functional aspects of the cost evaluator

Let us first define the various *metrics*, i.e. costs, to be calculated by the evaluator. Some representation of these costs is required and the evaluator must know the value of each parameter in the algebraic machine environment. These data are stored in *libraries* we will describe later.

The different metrics are:
(i) The number of processors $NP$: For each resolution graph operation, the evaluator must determine the best number of processors to minimize response time. But response time is mainly function of the size of the operand relations. First the evaluator must calculate the number of deduced tuples. Other parameters such as tuple production, distribution or transfer times are stored in libraries.

(ii) The local response time $LRT$: As a function of the algorithm chosen for the operation, the evaluator may determine the local response time thanks to a set of cost functions (communication, distribution and effective time). Amongst the parameters implicated in these functions, some are stored in the libraries (architecture, BD profile), others have been determined previously (numbers of processors and of deduced tuples).

(iii) The acceleration factor $\Theta$: During the parallelization phase, the optimizer must determine whether propagation is beneficial or not. The acceleration factor is calculated by the evaluator and defined as the ratio between local response times with and without propagation.

The values of these parameters are stored in the following libraries:

(1) Architecture: This data structure contains the information related to all types of architecture (memory, cpu, network) even if only a given architecture is being used at a given moment. This ensures the evaluator may be used in any environment.

(2) EDB&IDB Profile: This contains information on the extentional database EDB (relations, attributes, keys, indexes,...) and intentional IDB one concerning the canonical data structure of the base or deduced relations used in the definition of the recursive relations. This canonical data structure is represented by a set of parameters which are: Fin, Fout, expansion factor.

(3) Cost models: This contains, on one hand, the set of cost functions which allow the evaluation of the metrics defined above and on the other hand, a decision table which allows selection of the best algorithm for each operation as a function of some data (size of the relations,...)

4. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a multi-environment cost evaluator, independent from the optimizer. The main advantages of separating the optimizer and the cost evaluator are:

(i) Extensibility: new environments (architecture, DB profil, access methods, new algorithms) can be taken into account simply by extending the libraries.

(ii) Flexibility: the evaluator has a structure well dissociated from the optimizer. The volume of information it contains can therefore be increased without any modification of the optimizer. Furthermore, the internal structure of the cost evaluator is also flexible since new parameters can be integrated and defined all along without modifying its structure.

(iii) Adaptability to various database Machines. To use the cost evaluator it suffices to call it with its environment. Thus, the environment can be changed without having to rewrite the software.
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**Figure 1: Architecture of the SQL query compiler**
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